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to analyse and simulate. Using this correspondence we devise a two-component Gibbs sampler, which

can be used for fast and exact simulation by extending the recent ideas of Propp and Wilson. We

further introduce a Swendsen±Wang type algorithm. The relevance of the results within spatial

statistics as well as statistical physics is discussed.
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1. Introduction

One of the most popular classes of models for spatial point patterns exhibiting interactions

between the points is that of Markov point processes (Ripley and Kelly 1977); the similar

concept of a Gibbs point process is heavily used in statistical physics (Ruelle 1969). Initially,

attention was focused on the special case of pairwise interaction models, de®ned in terms of

a simple interaction function on pairs of points that are less than a certain distance apart.

These models are appealing since they are easy to interpret ± they usually form an

exponential family whose suf®cient statistics are related to natural interaction potentials ±

and they are by their nature particularly amenable to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

simulation and other iterative statistical techniques (see, for example Besag and Green 1993;

Geyer 1998; Geyer and Mùller 1994; or Mùller 1999; and the references therein). However,
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although they are quite ¯exible models for regular patterns, pairwise interaction processes do

not seem to be able to produce clustered patterns in suf®cient variety.

The area-interaction model of Baddeley and van Lieshout (1995), in contrast, is a Markov

point process that can be used both for clustered and repulsive models by varying its

interaction parameter. More recent generalizations are suggested by Kendall et al. (1999) and

van Lieshout and Molchanov (1998), while lattice models of a somewhat similar nature are

studied in Mùller and Waagepetersen (1998) and in HaÈggstroÈm (1998). Repulsive area

interaction is particularly useful in object recognition to avoid multiple response caused by the

occlusion of many overlapping objects (Baddeley and van Lieshout 1992). Indeed, in an

iterative recognition algorithm, if the introduction of a new object to a scene is considered, a

natural penalty term is based on the amount of overlap between the new object and the existing

ones. Our characterization theorem in Section 2 implies that under some mild conditions, the

repulsive area-interaction model is the only candidate. The area-interaction model for clustered

patterns has been applied to liquid±vapour equilibrium in chemistry by Widom and Rowlinson

(1970), and may also be useful as a `sel®sh herd' model in biology (Hamilton 1971).

In this paper we study the area-interaction process (Baddeley and van Lieshout 1995) and

two related processes, namely the continuum random-cluster model (Chayes et al. 1995;

Mùller 1994; 1999) and the penetrable spheres mixture model (Widom and Rowlinson

1970; Hammersley et al. 1975; Rowlinson 1980; 1990). The latter model is highly relevant

in statistical physics, in providing the best-known example of a phase transition in a

continuous setting.

The plan of this paper is as follows. After providing some background material on spatial

point processes, Section 2 gives characterization results for the models mentioned above,

providing additional motivation for their use. In the rest of the paper, we devise algorithms

for MCMC simulation of the models, including an exact simulation algorithm based on

Gibbs sampling. Readers interested only in these more practical aspects may start with

Section 3 and then turn to Section 4. If one is interested only in Swendsen±Wang type

algorithms, it suf®ces to consider Sections 3 and 5.

More speci®cally, in Section 3 we introduce a two-component Gibbs sampler for the

mixture model. A problem of this sampler, shared by most MCMC simulation techniques, is

that the available rigorous bounds for rates of convergence are not good enough to be

useful in practice, so that one is forced to use the (not particularly satisfactory) method of

running the chain for a reasonably long time and just hoping that it is close to the

stationary distribution. Therefore, it is highly remarkable that Propp and Wilson (1996)

recently found a simulation technique which gives a sample from the Ising or Potts model

that has exactly the right distribution, and which works in practice even for fairly large

systems. In Section 4 we demonstrate how the two-component Gibbs sampler can be

combined with Propp and Wilson's ideas in order to obtain exact samples from the mixture

model (and hence also from the attractive area-interaction model and some particular cases

of the continuum random-cluster model). Recently, and independently of our work, Kendall

(1998) has also demonstrated a way to apply the Propp±Wilson techniques in a more

general point process setting. While Kendall uses a coupling construction of spatial birth-

and-death processes, our approach seems much simpler to present and implement. The

possibility of doing exact simulation for general point process models by replacing spatial
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birth-and-death processes with Markov chains generated by the Metropolis±Hastings

algorithm is being studied by Kendall and Mùller (1999).

Section 4 also contains some empirical ®ndings. We show that exact samples from the

mixture model can be obtained in only a few steps as long as the rate of the underlying

Poisson processes is small or moderate. An important motivation for doing simulation is to

obtain a better understanding of the phase transition phenomenon. It is well known that the

mixture model exhibits a phase transition for suf®ciently large values of the model

parameter, but not for small values (see, for example Chayes et al. 1995). The open

problem is to decide whether the onset of the phase transition is marked by a unique critical

point and, if so, to ®nd its (approximate) value. Here we will initiate a study in this

direction based on exact simulation.

Finally, in Section 5, we introduce an alternative MCMC algorithm for the above point

process models. This algorithm is similar in spirit to the Swendsen and Wang (1987)

algorithm for simulation of the Ising model and was simultaneously and independently

discovered by Chayes and Machta (1998).

2. Characterization results

In this section, we establish some characterization results for the area-interaction process and

the continuum random-cluster process; the results are of interest in their own right, but they

also motivate the interest in the closely connected penetrable spheres mixture model in

Sections 3±5. Before stating the characterization results, we need to introduce some

background material and notation.

We consider spatial point processes X on a bounded Borel set A � Rd , de®ned by their

density f (:) with respect to a unit-rate Poisson process. Let ÙA denote the space of all

®nite point con®gurations in A without multiple points, that is,

ÙA � fx � Ajn(x) ,1g:
Here n(x) denotes the number of points n in the con®guration x � fx1, . . . , xng.

The Papangelou conditional intensity (Daley and Vere-Jones 1988; Kallenberg 1984) of X

is given by

ë�(x, u) �
f (x [ fug)

f (x)
, if f (x) . 0,

0, otherwise,

8<: (2:1)

for x 2 ÙA and u 2 Anx. In fact, there is a one-to-one correspondence between f (:) and

ë�(:, :) if the probability density is hereditary, that is, whenever f (y) . 0 implies f (x) . 0 for

all x � y.

The conditional intensity can be used to de®ne a Markov property for point processes.

Given a symmetric neighbourhood relation � on A, X is a Markov process with respect to

� in the Ripley and Kelly (1977) sense if its density is hereditary and ë�(x, u) depends

only on u and its neighbours fxi 2 x : u � xig in x. Heuristically, ë�(x, u) du can readily
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be interpreted as the conditional probability of having a point in the in®nitesimal region du

centred at u given the rest of the pattern is x.

For modelling purposes it may thus be useful to establish characterization results in terms

of ë�(:, :). Strauss (1975) and Kelly and Ripley (1976) considered the Strauss process

f (x) � áân(x)ãs(x) (2:2)

where á is the normalizing constant, â. 0 and ã 2 [0, 1] are model parameters, and s(x)

denotes the number of pairs of points î, ç 2 x such that î � ç. Any symmetric relation �
(de®ned on an arbitrary space) may be considered here, but usually î � ç if and only if

iîÿ çi < R (for some R . 0 ®xed in advance). Then, if ã � 0, (2.2) de®nes a hard core

process where no points are allowed to be within distance R of each other. Assuming that A

contains pairwise distinct points î, ç, æ1, æ2, . . . satisfying î � ç and î � æ1, ç 6� æ1, î � æ2,

ç 6� æ2, . . ., the proof of Theorem 1 in Kelly and Ripley (1976) can be modi®ed to the

present situation (where we have excluded the case of multiple points), whereby the Strauss

process is seen to be uniquely characterized by two properties: its density is hereditary, and

the conditional intensity is of the form

ë�(x, u) � g(n(x \ Bu)) (2:3)

for all x 2 ÙA and u 2 Anx, where g : N0 ! [0, 1) and Bu denotes the closed ball centred

at u with radius R.

Strauss (1975) suggested (2.2) with ã. 1 as a model for the clustering of Californian

redwood seedlings around older stumps but, as pointed out by Kelly and Ripley (1976),

(2.2) is only well de®ned for 0 < ã < 1. Note that the model exhibits interactions between

pairs of points only. Pairwise interaction models appear to be a useful and ¯exible class of

models for regular patterns, but probably not so for clustered patterns (Diggle et al. 1994;

Gates and Westcott 1986; and Mùller 1999).

A more promising way of modelling attraction between points in a spatial pattern is to

allow interaction terms of higher order as in Baddeley and van Lieshout (1995), Geyer

(1999) and Mùller (1999), or to generalize the Markov property to depend on the

con®guration as in the de®nition of nearest-neighbour Markov point processes (cf. Baddeley

and Mùller 1989). More precisely, we shall consider nearest-neighbour Markov point

processes de®ned with respect to the connected component relation �
x

on x 2 ÙA given by

î �
x
ç, î � x1 � x2 � � � � � xm � ç (2:4)

for some subcon®guration fx1, . . . xmg � x and where � is a given symmetric relation on A.

Then, as shown in Baddeley et al. (1996), the general de®nition of a nearest-neighbour point

process is equivalent to having a density of the form

f (x) � á
Y

y2C(x)

Ö(y), (2:5)

where á. 0 is a normalizing constant, C(x) is the set of (maximal) connected components

de®ned by x and Ö(:) > 0 satis®es certain regularity conditions (if f (:) . 0 then strict

positivity of Ö(:) is the only condition).
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The Ripley and Kelly (1977) Markov point processes as well as certain Poisson cluster

processes (Daley and Vere-Jones 1988) are special cases of (2.5); cf. Baddeley et al. (1996).

Lattice processes with a density similar in form to (2.5) have recently been studied in

Mùller and Waagepetersen (1998), where among other things characterization results similar

to those below are discussed.

For speci®city, we henceforth let u � v in (2.4) be the usual relation: u � v if and only if

iuÿ vi < R, where R . 0 is given.

In the rest of this section we consider two models of the form (2.5) with respectively

Ö(y) � ân(y)=ã and Ö(y) � ân(y)ãÿjUyj, where Uy � [i Byi
and j:j denotes Lebesgue

measure. In both cases, the densities are well de®ned for all â, ã. 0 and the models

exhibit regularity for 0 , ã, 1 and clustering for ã. 1. The hard core process may be

considered as a limiting case of both models.

First, consider the continuum random-cluster model which has Ö(y) � ân(y)=ã and

density

f (x) � áân(x)ãÿc(x), (2:6)

where c(x) denotes the number of connected components in Ux. This model seems to have

been rediscovered many times, for example in Chayes et al. (1995) and Mùller (1994); the

earliest appearance in the literature we are aware of is in Klein (1982). We use the name

`continuum random-cluster model' because of the strong analogy with the random-cluster

representation of the Ising±Potts models introduced by Fortuin and Kasteleyn (1972); see

Borgs and Chayes (1996) and Grimmet (1995) for recent reviews. We have the following

characterization result.

Theorem 1. A density f (:) is a continuum random-cluster process if and only if

ë�(x, u) � g(c(x [ fug)ÿ c(x)) (2:7)

for all x 2 ÙA, u 2 Anx and a function g : Z! (0, 1).

Note that

c(x, u) � 1� c(x)ÿ c(x [ fug)
is the number of `clusters' Uy, y 2 C(x), generated by x which are intersected by the disc

associated with u, so (2.7) is equivalent to f (x [ fug)= f (x) � g(c(x, u)).

Note also that the result still holds if the ®xed range relation � is replaced by any other

symmetric relation de®ned on a ®nite measure space; see Mùller (1999). For instance, one

may consider con®gurations of path-connected sets such as discs, where two discs are

related if and only if they overlap each other.

Moreover, the positivity condition on ë�(:, :) is necessary: if g(n) � â1fn � 1g then

(2.7) gives a hard core process (all ixi ÿ xj i > 2R).

Proof. Clearly, if f (:) belongs to the family of continuum random-cluster processes, its

conditional intensity is of the form speci®ed in (2.7). On the other hand, assuming (2.7)

holds, we proceed to prove that f (:) is a continuum random-cluster process by induction with

respect to n(x), the number of points. Setting
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â � g(0) and ã � g(0)

g(1)
, (2:8)

then (2.6) holds for n(x) < 1. Assuming the statement holds for con®gurations with up to

n(x) � n points and writing k � c(x [ fug)ÿ c(x),

f (x [ fug) � f (x)ë�(x, u) � áânãÿc(x) g(k):

We can always arrange the points in the con®guration y � x [ fug so that either k � 0 or

k � 1. If k � 0, then

f (y) � áânãÿc(x)â � áân�1ãÿc(y):

If k � 1, then

f (y) � áânãÿc(x)â=ã � áân�1ãÿc(y):

h

Next turn to the model speci®ed by Ö(y) � ân(y)ãÿjUyj or, equivalently, by density

f (x) � áân(x)ãÿjUxj (2:9)

This is the area-interaction model studied by Baddeley and van Lieshout (1995), a

generalization of the penetrable sphere model ± introduced by Widom and Rowlinson (1970)

in statistical physics ± where ã. 1. Contrary to the continuum random-cluster model, (2.9) is

Markov in the Ripley and Kelly (1977) sense but it has interactions of arbitrarily high order;

see Baddeley and van Lieshout (1995). In the one-dimensional case, it can also be presented

as a pairwise interaction sequential neighbours Markov process (Baddeley and Mùller 1989),

since

f (x) � áãÿ2Rân exp[ÿ(log ã)
Xnÿ1

i�1

min(xi�1 ÿ xi, 2R)]

for x � fx1, . . . , xng, with x1 , x2 , . . . , xn.

Theorem 2. Given a bounded Borel set A � R2 containing an open ball of radius 3R, a

density f : ÙA ! (0, 1) is an area-interaction density if and only if

ë�(x, u) � g(jBu \ Uxj)
for all x 2 ÙA, u 2 Anx and a left-continuous function g : [0, ðR2]! (0, 1).

Note that although the characterization Theorem 2 is stated for the planar case only,

generalizations to higher dimensions are straightforward. Clearly, we need the positivity

condition g(:) . 0, since the conditional intensity of a hard core process

f (x) � áân(x)1fixi ÿ xj i > 2R for all i 6� jg
can be written as

ë�(x, u) � â1fr(u, x) > 2Rg � â1fjBu \ Uxj � 0g:
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The hard core process does not fall within the class of area-interaction processes, although it

can be seen as a limiting case.

As noted in the introduction, Theorem 2 has implications for applications in, for

example, computer vision and biology where a spatial model is required whose conditional

intensity is a function g of the volume of overlap. If the function g is positive and left-

continuous, then an area-interaction model is the only possible choice.

In order to prove Theorem 2 we need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. If g : [0, ðR2]! (0, 1) is left-continuous and g(s� t)g(0)=(g(s)g(t)) � 1 for

all s, t 2 [0, ðR2] such that s� t 2 [0, ðR2], then g(s) � g(0)ãs for some ã. 0 and all

s 2 [0, ðR2].

Proof. Without loss of generality, take R � 1 and extend the function g(:) onto the whole of

(0, 1) as follows:

g(kð� s) � g(ð)

g(0)

� �k

g(s), s 2 (0, ð], k 2 N:

Then g(:) is left-continuous on (0, 1). Moreover, for s, t 2 [0, ð] with s� t .ð,

g(0)g(s� t)

g(s)g(t)
� g(ð)g(s� t ÿ ð)

g(s)g(t)
:

Now choose c1, c2 . 0 such that sÿ c1ð > 0, t ÿ c2ð > 0, and c1 � c2 � 1. Then

g(0)g(s� t)

g(s)g(t)
� g(ð)g(sÿ c1ð)g(t ÿ c2ð)

g(s)g(t)g(0)

� g(ð)g(sÿ c1ð)g(t ÿ c2ð)g(0)g(0)

g(0)g(c1ð)g(sÿ c1ð)g(c2ð)g(t ÿ c2ð)

� g(ð)g(0)

g(c1ð)g(c2ð)
:

The latter expression equals 1 by assumption, since c1 � c2 � 1. Hence, g(t) � g(0) eÿë t

where ë � (ÿ1=ð)log(g(ð)=g(0)). In particular, for all s 2 [0, ð],

g(s) � g(0)ãs, ã � g(ð)

g(0)

� �1=ð

. 0: h

Proof of Theorem 2. If f (:) is an area-interaction process,

f (x [ fug)
f (x)

� âãÿjBuj�jBu\Uxj � g(jBu \ Uxj)

for the continuous function (g(t) � âãÿðR2

ã t.

To prove the reverse statement, take s, t 2 [0, ðR2] such that s� t 2 [0, ðR2]. We will
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show that g(s� t)g(0) � g(s)g(t), so assume without loss of generality that s 6� 0 and

t 6� 0.

Choose å. 0. Since A contains a ball B of radius 3R, there exist u (the centre of B) and

v 2 A, y 2 ÙA, such that jBu \ Bvj � s and jDj � t9 2 [t ÿ å, t], where D � Bv \ Uy and

i yi ÿ ui � 2R for all yi 2 y. Here we use the Heine±Borel theorem to ensure that the

con®guration y is ®nite and Uy covers an area t of Bv up to the given precision å without

covering any area of Bu. Now

g(s)g(t9) � f (fu, vg [ y)

f (fvg [ y)

f (fvg [ y)

f (y)

� f (fu, vg [ y)

f (fug [ y)

f (fug [ y)

f (y)
� g(s� t9)g(0):

As å#0, t9! t. Since t9 < t, by left continuity g(s� t)g(0) � g(s)g(t).

Consequently, by Lemma 1, g(s) � g(0)ãs, for some ã. 0. Now, letting â � g(0)ãðR2 �
g(ðR2), we obtain g(s) � âãsÿðR2

and hence

f (fug) � f (Æ)g(0) � áâãÿðR2 � áâãÿjUfugj:

By induction with respect to the number of points n(x) � n,

f (x [ fug) � g(jBu \ Ux)j) f (x)

� g(0)ãjBu\UxjáânãÿjUxj

� áân�1ãÿðR2�jBu\UxjÿjUxj

� áân�1ãÿjUx[fugj: h

3. Relationship to a mixture model and Gibbs sampling

The area-interaction model and a particular case of the continuum random-cluster model are

both related to Widom and Rowlinson's (1970) penetrable spheres mixture model as

described below. So far this correspondence has mainly been used for studying phase

transition behaviour; we return to this in Section 4. In the present section we shall investigate

the relationships for the purpose of simulation: we propose a two-component Gibbs sampler

which is also used in the exact simulation procedure discussed in Section 4.

The mixture model is a bivariate point process (X , Y ), where X and Y refer to two

different types of point con®gurations. The joint density of (X , Y ) at (x, y) with respect to

the product measure of two independent unit-rate Poisson processes is

fmix(x, y) � ámixâ
n(x)
1 ân(y)

2 1fd(x, y) . Rg, (3:1)

where ámix is the normalizing constant, â1, â2 . 0 are model parameters, and d(x, y) is the

shortest distance between a point in x and a point in y. In other words, only points of

different types interact and they are not allowed to be within a distance R of each other.
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Hence the conditional distribution of X given Y is a homogeneous Poisson process on AnUY

with intensity â1 (see Widom and Rowlinson 1970).

Writing ð for the distribution of a unit-rate Poisson process on A and integrating out the

second component, the marginal density of X with respect to ð is

f (x) �
�
ámixâ

n(x)
1 ân(y)

2 1fd(x, y) . Rg dð(y)

�
�
ámixâ

n(x)
1 ân(y)

2 1fy \ Ux � Æg dð(y)

� ámixâ
n(x)
1 exp[â2jAnUxj ÿ jAj]:

Provided jUxj is rede®ned as the Lebesgue measure on A, or alternatively, A is rectangular

with periodic boundary conditions (making A into a torus) and balls Bu are rede®ned with

respect to geodesic distance i:i, we ®nd that

f (x) � á1â
n(x)
1 (eâ2 )ÿjUxj,

where á1 � ámixeÿ(1ÿâ2)jAj. Hence X is a penetrable sphere or attractive area-interaction

model with parameters (â1, eâ2 ) 2 (0, 1) 3 (1, 1). Similarly, Y is an area-interaction model

with parameters (â2, eâ1 ) 2 (0, 1) 3 (1, 1) and normalizing constant á2 � ámixeÿ(1ÿâ1)jAj.
Turning attention to the superposition Z � X [ Y , its density (with respect to ð) can be

written as

f s(z) � eÿjAj
X

fmix(z1, z2)

� eÿjAjámix

X
ân(z1)

1 ân(z2)
2 1fd(z1, z2) . Rg,

where the sum is over all ordered partitions of z into two groups z1 and z2. In the symmetric

case â1 � â2 � â this reduces to

f s(z) � ámixeÿjAjân(z) N (z)

where N (z) denotes the number of partitions such that

([ç2z1
B(ç, R=2)) \ ([æ2z2

B(æ, R=2)) � Æ:

Since N (z) � 2c(z), the superposition density is a continuum random-cluster model with radii

R=2 and parameters â and ã � 1
2
. This relation is exploited by Georgii and HaÈggstroÈm (1996)

in order to understand the phase transition of the mixture model in percolation terms.

This construction can be straightforwardly extended to the case of a multitype point

process (X (1), . . . , X (k)) with density proportional to

ân(z)1fd(x(i), x( j)) . R, 8i 6� jg (3:2)

for z � x(1)[ � � � [x(k). The superposition is then a continuum random-cluster model but

with ã � 1=k. However, for k > 3, X (i) is not an area-interaction process.
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For simulating the area-interaction model X or the continuum random-cluster model Z, it

is tempting to apply MCMC methods to the mixture model (X , Y ) of (3.1), since this

avoids calculation of the areas of overlapping balls in UX . Since the conditional distribution

of one type of points given the others is particularly easy to sample from, we opted for a

Gibbs sampler approach. In the bivariate case this is given by alternating between the

conditional distribution of X jY and Y jX : initialize with any y0, for example from a Poisson

process (rate â2). Then the sweeps of the two-component Gibbs sampler are given by the

following steps for each k � 0, 1, . . .:

1. xk�1 � Poisson(â1) on AnUy k
;

2. yk�1 � Poisson(â2) on AnUx k�1
.

The Poisson processes in steps 1 and 2 above are easily implemented by thinning a Poisson

process in the whole window A (that is, just delete those points lying in Uy k
or Ux k�1

).

In fact it is possible to specify a similar two-component Gibbs sampler for the inhibitory

case of the area-interaction process. In the ®rst step X jY � y is Poisson(â1) restricted to the

event Hx,y � fUx � yg. Note that this may be too slow in practice, so it would be

preferable to replace this step with a single point updating procedure. The other step, where

Y jX � x is a Poisson(â2) process on Ux, is easily performed by thinning. The equilibrium

density becomes

~fmix(x, y) � ~ámixâ
n(x)
1 ân(y)

2 1fy � Uxg,
and arguments similar to those above give the marginal density for X as

~f (x) � ~ámixeÿjAjân(x)
1 (eÿâ2 )ÿjUxj, (3:3)

again writing jUxj for the Lebesgue measure of Ux either restricted to A or in the geodesic

sense. Hence X (but not Y !) is an inhibitory area-interaction model.

4. Exact simulation

We now combine Propp and Wilson's (1996) ideas of exact simulation based on coupling

Markov chains from the past with the two-component Gibbs sampler introduced in Section 3.

Our set-up differs from that in Propp and Wilson (1996) mainly in two respects. Firstly,

the state space in Propp and Wilson (1996) is ®nite, while ours is in®nite. Secondly, our

state space does not have any maximal (or minimal) element with respect to the partial

order introduced below. The ®rst difference turns out to be inconsequential, but the second

requires special treatment.

Introduce a partial order � on the space Ù2
A � ÙA 3 ÙA of mixed con®gurations, given

by (x, y) � (x9, y9) (or (x9, y9) � (x, y)) if x � x9 and y � y9. In order to be able to adapt

the Propp±Wilson ideas we verify ®rst that the two-component Gibbs sampler respects the

partial order �. Let � d denote stochastic domination with respect to �; that is, two Ù2
A-

valued random elements (X , Y ) and (X 9, Y 9) satisfy (X , Y ) � d (X 9, Y 9) if there exists a
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coupling of (X , Y ) and (X 9, Y 9) such that (X , Y ) � (X9, Y 9) almost surely (for a general

discussion of coupling and stochastic domination, see Lindvall 1992).

Lemma 2. Fix (x, y), (x9, y9) 2 Ù2
A such that (x, y) � (x9, y9). Let, for i � 0, 1, . . ., (X i, Yi)

be the Ù2
A-valued random element obtained by starting with (X 0, Y0) � (x, y) and running i

iterations of the two-component Gibbs sampler in Section 3, and de®ne (X 9i, Y 9i) similarly.

Then (X i, Yi) � d (X 9i, Y 9i) for all i.

Proof. The case i � 0 is trivial. To prove the case i � 1 we consider the following coupling.

Let Z1,x and Z1, y be two independent Poisson processes on A with rates â1 and â2,

respectively. Let X1 � Z1,xnUY0
and X 91 � Z1,xnUY 90, and then let Y1 � Z1, ynUX1

and

Y 91 � Z1, ynUX 91 . Clearly, this gives the right marginal distributions of (X 1, Y1) and (X 91, Y 91).

Since Y0 � Y 90 we obtain UY0
� UY 90 whence X 1 � X 91. This in turn implies UX1

� U X 91 so

that Y1 � Y 91, and we have (X1, Y1) � (X 91, Y 91). The cases i � 2, 3, . . . follow similarly by

induction. h

We call an element (x, y) 2 Ù2
A quasimaximal if y � Æ and Ux � A. Similarly, (x, y) is

called quasiminimal if x � Æ and Uy � A.

Lemma 3. Fix (x, y) 2 Ù2
A , and for i � 0, 1, . . ., let (X i, Yi) be the Ù2

A-valued random

element obtained by taking (X0, Y0) � (x, y) and running i iterations of the two-component

Gibbs sampler. De®ne (X 9i, Y 9i) similarly, with an arbitrary distribution of (X 90, Y 90). If (x, y)

is quasimaximal, then

(Xi, Yi) � d (X 9i, Y 9i)

for all i > 1 , while if (x, y) is quasiminimal, then

(Xi, Yi) � d (X 9i, Y 9i)

for all i > 1.

Proof. We only need to prove the lemma for i � 1, as the general case follows using Lemma

2. However, the case i � 1 follows directly if we use the same coupling as in the proof of

Lemma 2. h

We are now ready to describe the algorithm for exact simulation. For i � 0, ÿ1, ÿ2, . . .,
let Zi,x and Zi, y be independent Poisson processes on A with respective intensities â1 and

â2. Let k1, k2, . . . be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers, and let (x, y) and

(x9, y9) be ®xed elements of Ù2
A such that (x, y) is quasiminimal and (x9, y9) is

quasimaximal. Then, for i � 1, 2, . . . , we generate two coupled Markov chains in

accordance to the two-component Gibbs sampler by setting

(i Xÿk i
, iYÿk i

) � (x, y), (i X 9ÿk i
, iY 9ÿk i

) � (x9, y9),

and for j � 1, . . . , ki,
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i X jÿk i
� Z jÿk i ,xnU i Y jÿ1ÿ ki

, iY jÿk i
� Z jÿk i , ynU i X jÿ ki

i X 9jÿk i
� Z jÿk i ,xnU i Y 9jÿ1ÿ ki

, iY 9jÿk i
� Z jÿk i , ynU i X 9jÿ ki

:

Clearly (i X jÿk i
, iY jÿk i

) � (i X 9jÿk i
, iY 9jÿk i

) for all j � 0, . . . , ki. Letting I �
inffi 2 N : (i X 0, iY0) � (i X 90, iY 90)g, (taking inf Æ � 1), we show below that I ,1
almost surely. We stop when i � I and set (X 0, Y0) � ( I X0, I Y0).

Theorem 3. The above algorithm terminates almost surely, and the distribution of the

obtained sample (X 0, Y0) is given by (3.1).

Proof. Note that, for any m > 0, if

Zÿmÿ1, y � Æ (4:1)

then for any i such that ki > m we obtain (i Xÿm, iYÿm) � (i X 9ÿm, iY 9ÿm) and hence also

(i X0, iY0) � (i X 90, iY 90). That I ,1 almost surely now follows from the observation that

with probability 1, (4.1) occurs for some m. Let M denote the smallest such m. Moreover,

de®ne Markov chains (i X 0jÿk i
, iY 0jÿk i

), j � 0, . . . , ki, i � 1, 2, . . ., in exactly the same way

as the chains (i X , iY ) and (i X 9, iY 9) except that (i X 0ÿk i
, iY 0ÿk i

) � (X , Y ), where (X , Y )

follows the stationary distribution (3.1). Then, for ki > M, we have that i XÿM �
i X 9ÿM � i X 0ÿM � ZÿM ,x. It follows then from Lemmas 2 and 3 and the coupling construction

that (X 0, Y0) � (i X0, iY0) � (i X 90, iY 90) � (i X 00, iY 00) when ki > M , so (X0, Y0) �
limi!1(i X 00, iY 00) almost surely. Hence the distribution of (X 0, Y0) is given by the stationary

distribution (3.1). h

Propp and Wilson give an argument for preferring the sequence ki � 2i, and we have

used the same in our simulation studies.

Fixing R . 0 and the dimension d > 2, let us say d � 2, it is known that phase transition

behaviour occurs in the penetrable sphere model in the symmetric case â � log ã, whenever

â is very large, and does not occur when â is very small. This is a consequence of the

phase transition behaviour in the mixture model (3.1), which was demonstrated by Ruelle

(1971) and later by Chayes et al. (1995) and Georgii and HaÈggstroÈm (1996) using

percolation arguments analogous to the random-cluster derivation (see, for example, Borgs

and Chayes 1996) of the phase transition occurring in Ising and Potts models. Similarly to

the Ising and Potts models, phase transition means that in®nite-volume limits fail to be

unique. In particular, realizations tend, even for large systems, to be dominated by a single

type of point (despite the symmetry of the model).

It is widely believed that the occurrence of phase transition is monotone in â, in which

case there exists a âc (depending on d and R) such that

â. âc ) phase transition,

â, âc ) no phase transition,

�
(4:2)

but this is not known. In statistical physics, this is sometimes referred to as the `sharpness of

the phase transition problem'. Of course, (4.2) is a statement about in®nite-volume limits, but
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the effect should already be visible for moderately large A. A measure of the amount of

consensus is the fraction ö of pairs of points that are of the same type,

ö �
n1

2

� �
� n2

2

� �
n

2

� � ,

where ni is the number of points of type i, and n � n1 � n2. Note that ö is unde®ned when

n � 0, 1, in which cases we will arbitrarily set ö � 0. For large systems, one expects the

following behaviour; ö should be close to 1
2

with high probability if â, âc, it should start

increasing rapidly as â approaches âc, and tend to 1 as â!1.

We have simulated independent samples from the symmetric mixture model using our exact

simulation procedure for various values of â and R. We took A � [0, 1]2 with the restricted

Lebesgue measure. Here it is important to note that reducing the interaction radius is equivalent

to enlarging the size of the window A. Hence any phase transition behaviour for given R that is

visible in a large enough window A is also apparent in [0, 1]2 for small enough R.

Figure 1 depicts the simulated mean of ö over 100 simulations against the canonical

parameter è � log â of the mixture distribution (considered as an exponential family). It can

be seen that the Monte Carlo approximation of Eèö is indeed close to 1=2 for small values

of è, while it increases to 1 as è increases. The rapid increase becomes more apparent

when the interaction range is smaller ± or equivalently, the window size is bigger.

The phase transition behaviour can also be observed from plots of the fraction

p � max(n1, n2)=(n1 � n2) of points of the most frequent type. Plots of the Monte Carlo

mean of p (Figure 1) look very similar to the plots for ö, and with increasing è, the

histograms of p (which we omit) become bimodal, due to the fact that realizations tend to

consist predominantly of one type. We have included the 0:05, 0:25, 0:75 and 0:95 Monte

Carlo quantiles for p and ö to indicate the variability.

Examples of simulated realizations of point patterns for è � log(30), log(80) at radius

R � 0:2 and for è � log(100), log(200) at radius R � 0:1 can be seen in Figure 2. This

®gure also shows that for larger è, one of the components dominates.

Finally, in Figure 3 we plot Monte Carlo estimates based on 100 simulations of Eè I , the

expected number of steps until coalescence. The plot demonstrates the feasibility of exact

simulation: for small to moderate è, convergence is reached in only a few steps. However,

as è approaches phase transition, the number of steps needed to obtain coalescence

increases rapidly and it would not be computationally feasible to use many more than the

100 samples used in Figures 1 and 3 or to increase the window size (or reduce R) much

further. One may hope that this will be practicable in the future, with faster computers and

perhaps more ingenious implementations of the algorithm.

5. A Swendsen±Wang type algorithm

In this section we present an algorithm which is similar to one of Swendsen and Wang

(1987). This algorithm has independently been discovered by Chayes and Machta (1998).
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The algorithm works for the important symmetric case â1 � â2 � â of the mixture model

(and hence also for the area-interaction model with ã � eâ and for the continuum random-

cluster process with ã � 1
2
). Initializing with any (x, y), an iteration of the algorithm consists

of the following steps:

1. Choose a new value of (x, y) according to its conditional distribution given x [ y, that

is, ¯ip a fair coin independently for each connected component of Ux[y to determine

whether the points should be of the ®rst or the second type.

2. Replace y by a Poisson(â) process on AnUx.

Figure 1. Monte Carlo estimates of the means of ö (left) and p (right) as a function of è (solid line)

at interaction radius R � 0:2 (top) and R � 0:1 (bottom). The dotted lines denote the 0.05, 0.25, 0.75

and 0.95 quantiles
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It is immediate that the mixture measure given by (3.1) is invariant under step 1 of this

algorithm, and we have already seen in Section 3 that it is invariant under step 2. The

algorithm can also be extended to the case of a multitype point process (3.2), and also to

the ã, 1 case of the continuum random-cluster model, even when ãÿ1 is not an integer. In

the latter case, the algorithm goes as follows. First paint the points of each connected

component red with probability ã (independently for different connected components), and

then replace all the red connected components by a Poisson(â) process on the part of A not

occupied by the remaining connected components.

Figure 2. Realization of the mixture model with â � 30, R � 0:2 (top left), â � 80, R � 0:2 (top

right), â � 100, R � 0:1 (bottom left) and â � 200, R � 0:1 (bottom right)
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We believe (although we have no rigorous justi®cation) that this algorithm approaches

stationarity much faster and mixes better than the two-component Gibbs sampler when â is

large (that is, in the phase transition region of the parameter space). The reason should be

that when the Gibbs sampler starts with a con®guration with mostly points of the ®rst (or

second) type, then it will tend to stay in this state for an astronomical amount of time

provided that â is large and A is large compared to a disc with radius R, while the

Swendsen±Wang type algorithm will jump back and forth between the two states. One

might suggest that the slowness of the Gibbs sampler could be solved by allowing x and y

to change places occasionally, but this is presumably not the case, the reason being the

following. Suppose â is large and A � [ÿM , M]2, where M � R, and we start with a

`dense' crowd of points of type 1 in [ÿM , M] 3 [ÿM, 0] and a similar crowd of points of

type 2 in [ÿM , M] 3 [0, M]. This highly improbable type of con®guration will remain for

a long time using the modi®ed Gibbs sampler (although the two types will sometimes

interchange regions), while on the other hand the Swendsen±Wang type algorithm does not

seem to exhibit such a phenomenon.

It would be very nice if the Swendsen±Wang type algorithm could be combined with the

ideas of the previous section in order to obtain exact samples, but unfortunately it seems

very dif®cult to ®nd any useful monotonicity property of the algorithm. Propp and Wilson

(1996) make a similar remark about the original Swendsen±Wang algorithm. They are still

able to obtain exact samples in reasonable time also in the phase transition regime by

simulating the Fortuin±Kasteleyn random-cluster model rather than the Ising±Potts models

directly. The corresponding thing to do here would be ®rst to simulate the continuum

random-cluster model and then to update the components as in step 1 in our Swendsen±

Wang type algorithm but, in the absence of any simple monotonicity property in the

continuum random-cluster model, we do not at present see any suitable way of doing it.
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5

I

Figure 3. Monte Carlo estimates of Eè I as a function of è at interaction radius R � 0:2 (solid) and

R � 0:1 (dashed)
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